
 

CAREERS 

 

Marketing Programs Manager  

 

Foxit is remaking the way the world interacts with documents through advanced PDF technology and tools. We are a leading 

global software provider of fast, affordable, and secure PDF solutions that are used by millions of people worldwide. Winner of 

numerous awards, Foxit has customers in more than 200 countries and global operations. We have a complete product line and 

an exciting and aggressive development schedule. 

The main responsibilities of this important position are demand generation, content nurturing, and budget management. This 

means that you will develop program ideas, pitch them, execute them, and measure their success to drive continuous learning 

and improvement. You will work with an allocated budget and you will work very closely with the rest of the marketing 

department, as well as sales, product management, agencies, and other groups and individuals. 

 

Role and Responsibilities  

 Conceptualize, create, execute, and manage lead-gen campaigns in line with sales and marketing priorities and goals 

using assets such as (but not limited to) infographics, videos, webinars, and whitepapers. Balance efforts per sales 

priorities between bulk one-off lead programs (downloads of free trials of PhantomPDF) and multi-seat (business) 

leads. 

 Manage lists so they perform optimally by understanding them, segmentation, hygiene, targeted programs, etc. 

Manage the email infrastructure/platform, minding opt-outs, bounces, spam traps, etc. 

 Develop target market segmentation and buyer personas to drive targeted campaigns supported by crisp marketing 

briefs and clear goals. 

 Prepare and present analytical and managerial reports and analysis that drive understanding and improvement (not 

data for data’s sake). Track and measure pipeline contribution; report on key success metrics. Interpret data and 

present it with conclusions and suggestions. 

 Make sure that all activities are properly tracked for accurate reporting; make sure that all leads are properly 

captured, distributed, and followed up on. 

 Use content marketing (manage the blog, newsletter, and email blasts) to nurture and drive awareness, preference, 

leads, and loyalty. Develop and manage blog topics; work with internal and external blog authors to get posts 

suggested, drafted, reviewed, and posted. 

 Manage the budget for the department. Track marketing plans, commitments, and actual spending against budget so 

that we always have an accurate picture of where we stand in relationship to the budget so that we can stay the 

course, reallocate funds, or make other mid-course adjustments. Ensure the proper approvals and payment of 

invoices. Reconcile reports with finance department. 

 Implement best practices in HubSpot, salesforce, Clickback, etc. for their best impact, and always look for 

improvements, integrations, new systems, etc. 

 Stay up to date on latest B2C and B2B lead-generation programs and tactics and continually drive experimentation 

and best practices to increase the number of qualified leads at lowest possible CPL. 

 

Qualifications  

● Minimum 2 years of lead-gen experience, campaign development, execution and reporting, and 

list management 

● Strong analytical capability, great communication skills   

● Ability to work cross-functionally, supporting multiple teams and initiatives simultaneously 

 

Resumes and cover letters may be submitted to jobs_us@foxitsoftware.com 
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